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T-Shelter Cluster Meeting  

22 July 2010, UN Base, Leogane, 13:00 – 14:00  

 
AGENDA  
 
1. Welcome and introductions of new members 
2. Information Management 
3. Contingency planning  
4. Miscellaneous 
            4.1 Communication Strategy: Weather forecast tools 
            4.2 CCCM update 
            4.3 USAIDS 
5. SC Partners’ field updates 
 
 
Participants 
Organisation  Name   Title 
Shelter Cluster  Irma Velazquez  Field Hub Coordinator 
Shelter Cluster  Lenka Blanárová  Field Hub Deputy Coordinator 
Shelter Cluster  Minu Kumar Limbu Information manager 
Shelter Cluster  Catalina Jaime Sanchez Information manager 
Shelter Cluster  Jackson Lochard  Assistant Shelter Cluster       
ACTED   Martin Morand   
APY   Castrenze Campanecca Project Coordinator 
Canadian Red Cross Valerie Baron  Community Outreach Delegate 
Canadian Red Cross Patrick Robitaille  Shelter Program Manager 
CARE   Sotirios Gountas  Shelter Manager 
CARE   Raghusram  Shelter&Settlement 
Cordaid   Michiel Mollen  Shelter Field Officer 
CRWRC  Ron Fuller  IRM 
CRWRC  Phil Wastla 
EMI   Robert Stimson  Structural Engineer 
EMI   Brice Aarrestad  Architectural Design 
GOAL   Marie Anne Lespinasse Shelter Assessment Manager 
GOAL   Akbar Nazim  Assistant Shelter Manager 
GTZ   Tanja Klein  Architect 
HODR   Nathaniel Harrold Project Coordinator 
Habitat for Humanity Ciceron Fritz  
IFEWA   Jyoti Choi  Regional Project Director 
InterSOS  Stephanie Puccctti Camp Manager 
IOM   Michel Tia  CCCM Cluster Officer   
IRD   Soeren Lindholt  Shelter advisor  
Samaritan's Purse  Jacob Clark   Project Manager 
SASH   Melanie Coull  Program Manager 
Spanish Red Cross Celia Pastor  Shelter Delegate 
Spanish Red Cross Maria Pereira  Shelter Delegate 
Tearfund  Tom Newby  Construction Advisor 
UNAIDS  Juvenal Nshimiyimana Humanitarian Response Advisor
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Gressier Leogane Grand Total

 116  
 1,389   1,795   3,400  

 29,319  

 45,726  

T Shelter Planning Vs Completion  

as of July 23 2010 

Sum of Planned Tshelter Construction

Sum of Completed  Tshelter Construction

 
 
 

1. Welcome and introductions of new members 
Special welcome to Mr. Nshimiyimana of UNAIDS who came to introduce an AIDS/HIV 
sensibilisation campaign enhanced by distributions of personal protection to IDPs and the rest of the  
population.  

 
2. Information Management 
 

The IM team commenced its presentation by 
showing a YouTube clip portraying the 
construction of transitional shelters and 
permanent houses in all areas of intervention 
over the past month. The clip exemplified one 
way in which GPS coordinates provided by 
partners are used. 
 
A new draft of Shelter Assistance Summary 
which directly translates into „3W map“ was 
disseminated among partners with an invitation 
to review their respective figures and comment 
if necessary.  
 
In addition, the IM team produced a new map 
which outlines the coverage of planned and 
built transitional shelters in all 4 communes. As 

this is an experiment, partners will receive an electronic copy via e-mail and are encouraged to 
provide feedback on its presentation and utility. One partner raised a question of the necessity of 
current „needs“ figures which have to be revisited for a variety of reasons.  
 
At last, participants were re-introduced to www.shelterhaiti.org and especially to a freshly-updated 
Leogane Hub page where they can find a complete package of disseminated materials. 
 

 
3. Contingency planning 

A severe weather warning on Tuesday disclosed a general unpreparedness of all actors to face an 
emergency. A consolidated SC survey reveals that the majority of agencies in the field do not have 
contingency plans in place, do not possess appropriate communications nor vehicles while their 
stocks to address potential needs of the general population are minimum or non-existant. An appeal 
to undertake concrete steps in this respect was announced and its importance amplified by 
predictions of a very active hurricane season in the region. Participants were reminded of their 
responsibility as humanitarians vis-à-vis population they’ve been helping since the earthquake and 
its increased vulnerability resulting from its impact and consequences. 
 
Partners who have not yet submitted their contingency stocks to SC via provided templates are 
requested to do so at their earliest convenience. 

 
4. Miscellaneous 

 
4.1  Communication Strategy: Weather forecast tools 
Partners were briefly familiarised with different web-based tools which gather, process and interpret 
a variety of information on weather systems which could possibly declench a state of emergency in 
the upcoming weeks/months (notes attached below). 
 
4.2  CCCM update 
A CCCM representative shared a quick overview of the emergency assessment which took place on 
Tuesday night and consequently on Wednesday morning. Heavy rains resulted in overflowing of 
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river Rouyonne which flooded Bas Bineau affecting 1140 people living in the area. This incidence 
once again highlights the importance of disaster preparedness of all partners while at the same time 
supports „CCCM return strategy“ which aims to relocate IDPs to their homes/host sites in order to 
decrease their vulnerability in camps during the ongoing hurricane season. Partners were invited to 
attend the full presentation of this approach involving partners from different clusters during the 
CCCM cluster meeting that afternoon. 
 
4.3 USAIDS 
Mr. Nshimiyimana, Humanitarian Response Advisor of UNAIDS, introduced partners to an 
AIDS/HIV sensibilisation campaign which his agency seeks to implement through partners currently 
intervening in the area of Shelter/CCCM. Its objective is to share knowledge on the causes of the 
illness, its cure and preventive measures. The informative sessions will be accompanied by 
distributions of personal protection to IDPs and the rest of the population.  
 
Agencies interested in a potential collaboration are requested to contact representatives of UNAIDS 
directly. 
 
Mr. Juvenal Nshimiyimana  nshimiyimanaJ@unaids.org (509) 3701 6685 
Mr. Andres Lopez   lopeza@unaids.org  (509) 3701 6686 
 

 
5. SC Partners’ field updates 
 

5.1  Low occupancy of T-shelters 
CARE shared their concern regarding a low occupancy of newly-built T-shelters in the city centre of 
Leogane and demanded other participants whether they have encountered the same challenge as 
well. CRC responded that their experience shows that people are afraid to leave their assets in 
structures made of plastic sheeting because they can be easily broken into. CRC thus undertook steps 
to retrofit their first-built shelters with plywood to increase the sense of security of their inhabitants.  
 
It has also been pointed out that some people may be waiting for more „luxurious“ versions of T-
shelters while agencies building with plywood from the start confirmed that they have never faced 
this problem.  
 
The question of low occupancy led to a general discussion about the satisfaction of local 
communities with provided services and the necessity to engage them in a decision-making process 
(i. e. what kind of shelter they need) in order to increase the sense of ownership as well as actual 
construction (capacity building). Cordaid offered to share their Community Action Plan with all 
interested parties. 
 

 
5.2  Beneficiary referral 
a) It has been agreed that partners can refer beneficiaries currently squating in their zone but 
owning the land elsewhere to respective partners. Such referral needs to be reported to SC in order to 
assure proper coordination. Tearfund offered to build shelters in rural areas.  
 
b)  Habitat for Humanity announced their commitment to build shelters for 139 beneficiary families 
currently living in a camp managed by ACTED in order to facilitate its decongestion. CRC‘s talks 
with ACTED representatives are still in progress. 
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Next Meeting:  
THURSDAY 29 JULY 2010 AT 13.00 IN OCHA MEDIA ROOM A T UN BASE, LEOGANE.  
 
 
 
Shelter Cluster Contacts   www.shelterhaiti.org 
 
Coordinator: Irma Velazquez, e: shelterhaiti2010coord1@gmail.com, t: (509) 3492 4960 
Deputy Coordinator:Lenka Blanárová, e: shelterhaiti2010coord7@gmail.com, t: (509) 3796 9828  
Information Manager: Minu Kumar Limbu  e: shelterhaiti2010.im4@gmail.com, t: (509) 3466 2802 

   Catalina Jaime Sanchez shelterhaiti2010.im6@gmail.com t: 509 3900 7269 
Assistant Shelter Cluster: Jackson Lochard, e: shelterhaiti2010.data3@gmail.com, t: (509) 3492 5483 
Technical Coordinator: shelterhaiti2010.tech1@gmail.com 


